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The new fantasy action RPG is out on the 10th anniversary of the “Mabinogi” series. As a hero, along with the “Mabinogi” series, it will be
updated with the “Mabinogi Banner of the Sky Blue Wind” (the current version is Tarnished) and “Mabinogi Banner of the White Fox” (current
version: Tarnished). In “Tarnished”, as a successor of the “Mabinogi Banner of the Sky Blue Wind”, we would like to present a new fantasy
action RPG which we have developed from the beginning. "Tarnished" has new features and contents that surpass those of the previous version,
including new feature items, weapon types, classes, system improvements, and new content. Features Feature Items: Gems • Gems are items
that can be equipped to improve the effectiveness of a weapon or magic attack. Gems have several effects such as “Increase Weapon Damage
by 10%, Increase Magic Damage by 10%, Increase Attack Speed by 1/2, Increase Hit Rate by 1”, and the effects can be freely combined. •
When you acquire a new job, a magic circle with different Gem effects is generated. By combining the attributes of the character that controls
the Gem and the character that wields the equipment equipped with Gems, the Gem effects can be improved and used in battle. • When you
enter the Skills screen, gems that can improve the job of the character that has the “job” of the Gem will appear. • You can improve the effect
of a Gem by increasing the strength of the character that has the “job” of the Gem. By increasing the strength of the character, the Gem is
more likely to activate. • You can combine the effects of multiple Gems in battle. Weapon Types Familiar • The “Familiar” is an item that can
convert the equipable weapons into the same one as the character’s Gem. By combining the attributes of the character and the weapon
equipped with the Familiar, the weapon acquires the same effects as the Gem. • If the Familiar is equipped, the characters of the same Gem
can share the effects of the Familiar. • Familiars can improve the effects of the Gem. • Familiars can be acquired from NPC shops. • Familiars
are only effective if the weapon

Elden Ring Features Key:
A Realm Leaving a Wide Umbrella for New Fantasy
Virtues, a combination of Greatness, Wisdom, and Courage
Obsolete Actions, which follow old combat styles
Ridiculous, Intriguing Weapons, Magic, Clothing, and Items
Battles against Dungeons full of Spoilable Gear, and Even Adult-Only Content
A Vast World Full of Excitement
Advanced Visuals and Controls
Elden Quest
A Stone Dungeon with 1 Boss
Offline Localization
Online Multiplayer, including asynchronous online elements
The ability to connect to others and travel together

More information:

Follow us on Twitter (@gaiden), Facebook (facebook.com/gaiden), or visit our site (www.gaiden.com).
And we have a Discord, too--discord.gg/Gaiden!
Pre-Order Bonus 
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